One goal of Virtual Analog modeling of audio circuits is to produce digital models whose behavior matches analog prototypes as closely as possible. Discretization methods provide a systematic approach to generate such models but they introduce frequency response error, such as frequency warping for the trapezoidal method. Recent work showed how using different discretization methods for each reactive element could reduce such error for driving point transfer functions. It further provided a procedure to optimize that error according to a chosen metric through joint selection of the discretization parameters. Here, we extend that approach to the general case of transfer functions with one input and an arbitrary number of outputs expressed as linear combinations of the network variables, and we consider error metrics based on the L 2 and the L 1 norms. To demonstrate the validity of our approach, we apply the optimization procedure for the response of a Hammond organ vibrato/chorus ladder filter, a 19-output, 36th order filter, where each output frequency response presents many features spread across its passband.
INTRODUCTION
One of the main methods available to simulate physical systems such as audio circuits, where the governing equations are available, is through the use of discretization methods [1, 2] . For audio circuits, the governing equations can often be derived from the available schematics using circuit analysis methods [3] . In the virtual analog context [4] , different formalisms for discretization are used, including wave digital filters [5] [6] [7] [8] and state-space models [9, 10] . However the underlying discretization methods are largely identical, and systems generated using those methods present similar distortion in their response compared to the original system. In the case of linear time-invariant systems, that distortion manifests itself as an error in the system frequency response. A typical example of such distortion is the frequency warping introduced by the trapezoidal method (i.e., the standard bilinear transform) [11, 12] .
Typical applications of discretization methods use a single method across the entire system to be modeled. Typical methods include methods from the Möbius transform family, e.g., the forward Euler method, the backward Euler method and the parametric bilinear transform [12] . In the case of linear time-invariant circuits, system discretization is equivalent to discretizing only the reactive circuit elements (e.g., inductor, capacitor) using that same method. Degrees of freedom in the discretization method can be used to alleviate some of the frequency response distortion. For simple circuits with only a single feature in the frequency response, an example of such approach is the parametric bilinear transform [11, 13] where the free parameter may be used to match the response at one frequency exactly. For circuits with a simple known pole/zero structure, the pole/zero frequencies themselves may be "pre-warped" to account for the anticipated frequency warping, for example in the case of graphical equalizers made out of cascades of second-order filters [14] [15] [16] . Another approach is to directly develop discretetime system whose parameters are selected to match properties from the original circuit, either using mapping equations [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , for example for graphical equalizers [23] [24] [25] , or using optimization methods [26] [27] [28] . However, those approaches have limitations for complex circuits with wideband frequency response features, including the loss of correspondence with the original physical system (i.e., to the individual circuit elements), and/or the limited set of response features they target (e.g., Nyquist magnitude response, resonant and transition frequencies).
Recent work [13] showed how the use of differentiated discretization methods in a circuit could be leveraged to improve the match in driving point frequency response of audio circuits between the original and discretized systems over a wide range of frequencies without losing the structure of the underlying circuit, as each individual component remains attached to its own equation. That approach was illustrated using the example of the differentiated parametric bilinear transform. A different free parameter was set for each reactive element in the circuit through a joint optimization process aimed at minimizing the L 2 distance between the original and discretized frequency responses. Results showed a much closer match in terms of driving point frequency response over a wide frequency range compared to typical alternative approaches.
In this paper we extend the framework from [13] so that it can be used in the case where the output variable is an arbitrary combination of various circuit variables (i.e., node voltages, branch currents) and the case where there are multiple concurrent output variable of interest. We also present the L 1 norm as alternative to the L 2 norm for the error definition in the optimization process. Sec. 2 presents the mathematical framework of those extensions and Sec. 3 shows its successful application to the case of the vibrato/chorus circuit of the Hammond organ [29] . We use the same mathematical notation as outlined in [13] .
THEORY

General Tableau formulation
Following a derivation similar to [13] , we know that a circuit (or sub-circuit) with independent linear elements and a driving point 
with AL the incidence matrix associated with the branches of the L linear elements, ZL the (diagonal) impedance matrix of the linear elements, iL the branch currents for the linear elements, e the driving point source value, ae the incidence matrix of the voltage source branch, ie the branch current for the voltage source and v the voltages of the N circuit nodes.
Multi-output transfer function
In [13] , we derived the framework to optimize driving point transfer functions, i.e., transfer functions relating an input and an output both measured at the driving branch/port of the circuit. In this paper, we are interested in optimizing transfer functions in the more generic case of multiple output variables, i.e., where we have
that are expressed as a linear combination of several circuit variables (node voltages, branch currents). Then, using matrix block inversion [30] , we can obtain the expression of those variables from Eq. (1) as:
with
ae, and G a matrix of weights expressing the linear combination of circuit variables forming each output variable. The multi-output transfer function is then written as:
Discretization and transfer function derivatives
Once we discretized the system, i.e., we discretize the admittance matrix YL asŶL, we can form the discretized transfer function H(z −1 ) by replacing YL, Φ and θ by the discretizedŶL,Φ and θ in Eq. (3). Another quantity of interest for the optimized discretization parameter selection is the partial derivatives of the transfer functions with respect to the discretization free parameter(s) ψ. From Eq. (3), these derivatives can be expressed as:
In our approach, we consider in particular the case where a given parameter ψ is attached only to the lth element, so that only its discretized admittanceŷ l depends on it, and as a consequence:
where a l (respectively δ l ) is the column of AL (resp. IL) attached to the branch of the lth element.
Error description
From the expression of the original transfer function value HΩ = H(jΩ) at radian frequency Ω and the corresponding discretized transfer function valueĤΩ =Ĥ(e jΩ ), we want to select discretization parameters that minimize the system error similarly as in [13] . We choose to express the error to minimize as a vector norm over a given radian frequency range [Ω1, Ω2] ∈ ]0, π/T [, with: As in [13] , one possible choice for error description is the error function based on the L 2 -norm which corresponds to: (8) and the error partial derivatives with respect to the discretization parameters ψ (needed for the optimization algorithm) are:
Optimizing the L 2 norm generally emphasizes a more even dis-tribution of the error across frequencies. An alternative error function is based on the L 1 norm. Compared to L 2 , it generally emphasizes lower error values at most frequencies while concentrating larger error values at a few frequencies [31] . It is defined as:
Ω |dΩ (10) and the error partial derivatives with respect to ψ become:
Differentiated parametric bilinear transform
As in [13] , we consider in particular the case of the differentiated parametric bilinear transform. For linear circuits described in the s-domain, this discretization amounts to replacing instances of s in each component's admittance y l (s) using the mapping:
using a different bilinear transform parameter T l or each linear element to form a discretized admittanceŷ l (z −1 ) so that:
3. CASE STUDY
Circuit description
We apply the framework described above to the design of differentiated discretization for the LC ladder section of the Hammond organ vibrato/chorus effect circuit [29] . The ladder section is a 19-stage ladder structure terminated by a resistor (see Fig. 1 and component values in Tab. 1). We focus here on the vibrato setting of the circuit, so that the resistor Rc can be ignored. In terms of input/output structure, this circuit feeds the second part of the system, the scanner device, which scans successively various subsets of the taps vm (m = 1 . . . 19) . As such, the scanner section essentially performs an interpolation between two of the node voltages [29] . As input, the circuit is driven by the voltage value of the source vin.
Optimization
Following the circuit description, the relevant circuit variables to observe and optimize correspond to the 19 node voltages vm (m = 1 . . . 19) indicated in Fig. 1 . We thus set the G matrix so that each of the node voltages is set as one of the output variables o (m) to optimize. As described in [29] , the transfer function associated with each of the node voltages in the original system corresponds to a low-pass filter with a cutoff at roughly 7075 Hz whose passband contains a complex pattern of ripples. Furthermore, neither the response associated with the system discretized using the standard bilinear transform nor the one associated with the system discretized using the parametric bilinear transform for which T was chosen to match the responses at the cutoff frequency 7075 Hz properly match the transfer functions in the passband. Differentiated parametric bilinear transforms are then optimized using our approach to generate a system that matches better the different transfer functions.
Implementation
To perform the optimization, we use an implementation of the circuit coded in MATLAB 2016b using integral [32] with default options to perform numerical integration for Eq. (7) and fmincon [33, 34] to perform the iterative error minimization with the known analytical gradient expression, the constraints T l > 0 for all m and default options. The sampling frequency is set at 48 kHz. The optimization range is between 20 Hz and 20 kHz roughly matching the human auditory range. The initial solution for the optimization is set as the bilinear transform solution T l = 20.833 μs for all m.
Results
We show the differentiated coefficients T obtained optimizing the L 2 and L 1 error functions in Tab. 2. They can be compared to the bilinear transform solution (T l = 20.833 μs) and to the parametric bilinear transform for which the cutoff frequency response is matched (T l = 22.462 μs). The magnitude response corresponding to the 19 outputs is shown in Fig. 2a (respectively Fig. 2b ) for the L 2 (resp. L 1 ) error function along with the original continuous-time system response. Those figures can be compared to the ones in [29] that show the responses in the case of the bilinear transform and the parametric bilinear transform. We show in Fig. 3a (respectively Fig. 3b ) the mean (resp. the maximum) value of |H
Ω | across frequencies for the four approaches. As expected for the bilinear transform, the error grows with frequency due to the warping distortion, with a rather large error on the upper half of the passband. The parametric bilinear transform matches best the response at the cutoff frequency at the expense of a much larger overall error in the passband. Finally, we see that both optimized methods significantly lower and spread the error across the passband, with the exception of some residual error around the cutoff frequency. In more detail, the L 2 optimization matches more closely the cutoff, while the L 1 optimization lowers more significantly the error across most of the the passband. We can then select the best approach depending on the desired trade-off for the discretized system.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented an extension of the framework presented in [13] , aiming at using differentiated discretization schemes across the reactances of audio circuits in order for the discretized system to more closely match the original frequency response. This extension goes beyond driving point transfer functions, adding the general case where the output variable depends on an arbitrary combination of the circuit variables, and where multiple output variables need to be considered at once, and considering error metrics based on the L 1 and the L 2 norms for the optimization. We detailed the process to express the optimization problem associated with the differentiated discretization parameter selection starting from the Tableau formulation of the studied circuit. Finally, we validated this framework by successfully improving the discretization of the LC ladder section of the Hammond organ vibrato/chorus circuit, a complex audio circuit with wideband frequency response features and 19 simultaneous output variables, compared to typical approaches.
